We’ve got a quicker way to get in touch with your facility.

Super Display® Touchscreen
SECURITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Improves Staff Efficiency
Black Creek’s Super Display® System incorporates all correctional security functions, including multiple CCTV cameras monitoring into a single, high resolution, high contrast, LCD touchscreen monitor. Dramatically increased operator efficiency results in more security transactions per shift with reduced operator fatigue.

Records All CCTV Cameras To Hard Drive 24/7
Online recording to hard disk of all CCTV cameras connected to the Super Display® System provides direct user access to recorded video reducing exposure to liability claims.

Eliminates “Control Room Clutter”
Black Creek’s multifunctional Super Display® System eliminates the “control room clutter” so common in conventionally designed correctional facilities. So walk into your central control room, look at all the monitors on the desks and walls and imagine the possibilities!

Reduces Maintenance Costs
The use of multifunctional Super Display® System devices reduces the overall security system component count resulting in simplified maintenance and increased Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF).

Eliminates Single Point of Failure
Complex redundant server hardware schemes are a thing of the past. Black Creek’s Super Display® System utilizes multiple instances of the main server application running on multiple touchscreen workstations. In the unlikely event of a server failure, automatic fail over routines initiate a seamless transfer to another operational workstation to take place with no service interruption.

Provides High Speed, Secure Network Communications
The Super Display® System uses a highly secure, gigabit security LAN which provides high bandwidth utilizing standard TCP/IP communication between all system major components.

Fast, Cost Effective Installations
Whether you have a new or existing facility, and whether your controls are touchscreen or graphic panel-based, Black Creek’s simplified Super Display® System architecture allows system installations to be performed rapidly with little or no downtime.
About Us

In 1989, Black Creek Integrated Systems Corp. revolutionized correctional security control systems with the introduction of touchscreen monitors. Today, with literally thousands installed, this technology has proven itself time and again, enhancing facility security while simultaneously reducing staffing needs.

Not willing to rest on our laurels, we have continued to advance touchscreen technology by introducing the next industry standard - the Black Creek Super Display® System. This system eliminates the need for multiple monitors by consolidating all monitoring and control functions into one high quality, extra large LCD touch screen. So, by simplifying your monitoring system, we are actually expanding your security capabilities.

We believe INTEGRITY is the foundation of business excellence. It guides us in how we treat clients and how we conduct our business every day. INNOVATION is a function of who we are. We are not content with the status quo. And QUALITY is the inevitable result when integrity and innovation become more than just words.

WHO CAN BENEFIT FROM OUR SUPER DISPLAY® SYSTEM?

IF YOU’RE BUILDING A NEW FACILITY
You can’t be concerned just about security. Now you have to worry about liability issues too. Black Creek’s Super Display® System will record all your cameras 24/7 and store the images to hard drive in real time for your agency’s protection in the future.

IF YOU’RE UPGRADING AN EXISTING SYSTEM
Black Creek’s Super Display® System can be used to economically retrofit any manufacturer’s system, either hard-wired or touchscreen-based. Let us show you how our powerful Super Display® System can save your agency millions of dollars over the lifetime of your facility.